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General Information 
1) Name:

2) Where is the product manufactured?

Material 
3) Total Number of Items or SKU's?

4) What is the product description?

5) Is the product in corrugated cases, drums, totes, etc.?

6) Average number of cases per pallet?

7) What is the average weight per case?

8) Average pallet height in inches including pallet?

9) Maximum pallet height in inches including pallet?

Inbound 
10) How will the warehouse be informed of inbound loads

(phone, fax, email or EDI)? 

11) Will the product arrive at the warehouse on pallets?

12) Are the pallets 48" X 40"?

13) Is there any devanning/handstacking involved in the unloading
process?
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Storage 
14) What are the annual turns?

15) Are storage requirements seasonal (prebuilds, etc.)?

16) How high can the product be stacked in the warehouse?

17) Does the product require rack storage?

18) What are the inventory control requirements (lot code, etc.)?

19) Does the warehouse need to be food grade?

20) Are there any temperature controlled requirements?

21) What is the outbound volume?

22) What is the number of orders per year by warehouse?

32) Will all product ship out of the warehouse on pallets?

33) What percentage ships out full pallet pick?

34) What percentage ships out miscellaneous pick?

35) How much lead-time will the warehouse receive prior to
shipment (days)?

36) Will the warehouse receive orders manually or via EDI?

37) Is weekend shipping required?

Systems 
38) Will the warehouse need internet access for

external connections?
39) Please outline other system requirements

Other 
40) Are there returns/reverse logistics requirements?

41) If so, outline the requirements?

42) Are there any labeling/stickering requirements?

43) Is any of the product hazmat?

30) What is the average weight per order?

31) What is the average number of lines per order? 

0.00% 

100.00% 
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Notes/Comments 

Please email to jardinj@wbwarehousing.com or fax to Judy Jardine at 209-824-0698 
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